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Origins of the Academy

When I first arrived at George Mason University five years ago, the dean pointed 
me in the direction of another faculty member—Priscilla Norton—because of our 
shared interest in online instruction. For me, the interest was in whether teachers 
who teach online need to know and be able to do different things than teachers 
who teach in typical settings. Priscilla had been thinking about this very issue for 
some time, and together we began a journey that resulted in the creation of The 
Online Academy (TOA).

In our exploration of how online teaching and learning compared with teaching 
and learning in more traditional settings, we determined that most virtual 
instruction was not particularly innovative. That is, paper worksheets were 
replaced by electronic worksheets; teachers’ PowerPoint presentations were 
merely made available electronically; and teachers’ roles shifted from instruction 
to work monitors. Clearly the potential for truly innovative instruction was not 
being met. We began by inviting representatives from the northern Virginia school 
divisions—“division” is the term used in Virginia for “district”—to a meeting to 
discuss their possible interest in working with us and George Mason University 
to establish a new virtual high school. Ultimately, three school divisions agreed 
to participate—Frederick County, Stafford County, and Loudoun County. It is 
important to recognize that these three school divisions and George Mason 
University became equal, working partners in all decisions related to The Online 
Academy.

One point is particularly important: we relied on existing college and school division 
resources to create our virtual high school. That is, we did not seek grant funds 
or other new money. This does not mean a virtual high school can be developed 
without costs.  Rather, it reflects the determination that our partnership would 
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find ways to do our work within existing budget frameworks. This year The 
Online Academy won a Governor’s Technology Award for Innovation in K-12 
Education, and we are extremely proud of that.

Program Design

Designing the curriculum is done through teams of highly qualified, Virginia-
licensed teachers, many of them nationally board certified, who are also enrolled 
in our master’s or Ph.D. programs in instructional technology, with a minor in 
curriculum development. Whereas these teachers create the content for the 
courses, the technical part is developed with doctoral students in instructional 
design. Thus, we have people with particular expertise working on both the 
content and the technical parts of the academy. In addition, we formed a Policy 
Board, which I chair. The board is made up of representatives from the three 
school divisions and George Mason University. This body serves almost like a 
school board to The Online Academy. The board decides what courses we will 
offer and their sequence. It determines the pay scale for mentors (our name for 
TOA instructors) and establishes and oversees all policies associated with the 
operation of the academy. The relationship among the four of us—which we 
refer to as the collaborative—was solidified by a Memorandum of Understanding, 
which meant that three school division lawyers and one George Mason University 
lawyer all had to agree. It took eighteen months for us to get our three-page 
Memorandum of Understanding to a point where all parties were comfortable 
with it. This was probably our most difficult undertaking.

The general design of the online academy is highly customized. All courses are 
clearly aligned with both Virginia’s Standards of Learning and the high school 
assessments used to measure student achievement. This does not mean that 
TOA teaching and learning is standardized; to the contrary, we use the term “a 
classroom of one” because instruction is individualized for each student. Students 
are presented with content, which is linked to a problem. To tackle the problem, 
students must have a deep understanding of the content. Some students move 
through the material quickly while others take more time. Students, mentors, 
and the student’s school negotiate when assignments will be completed and 
submitted. Each course is divided into modules or units. There may be thirteen 
or sixteen modules, depending on the nature of the material. A student may take 
one module or an entire course. A student has considerable flexibility regarding 
when he or she will start and complete the work. At this point, the school division 
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is the key player. For example, if a student in Loudoun County Public Schools 
needs to take one module and wants to do so over winter break, if the school 
division agrees, that is when we deliver the instruction.

We employ highly qualified teachers—and refer to them as highly qualified “plus.” 
An individual who wants to be a mentor in The Online Academy must first be 
highly qualified in the state of Virginia. But that alone isn’t sufficient. All mentors 
must complete a program offered through The Online Academy for Teachers 
(TOAT)—a fifteen-credit-hour certificate program offered by George Mason 
University. This twenty- to thirty-student cohort program is delivered not only 
on campus but across the state. This means that we will take the program to 
Stafford County if there are interested teachers there who want to be prepared 
as mentors. The majority of the TOAT courses are delivered online by individuals 
who have completed the program itself and have experience teaching in The 
Online Academy. TOAT graduates report that whether they ever teach online 
or not, the experience has made them more sophisticated in how they think 
about instruction—which is extraordinarily powerful. There is one caveat, 
however: just because someone completes the TOAT certificate program doesn’t 
guarantee that he or she will be offered an opportunity to teach in The Online 
Academy. We evaluate potential mentors very carefully as they complete their 
certificate program, and if we don’t think they have the skills to teach in an online 
environment, we will not hire them.

In The Online Academy, we use the term “mentor” rather than “teacher,” 
because each is more like an instructional coach. Many mentors are high school 
teachers who work with one, two, or maybe three TOA students in addition to 
their normal teaching load. During the summer, being a TOA mentor is a nice 
alternative to teaching summer school. Mentors are paid per student rather than 
per class, since there is no actual class. Students proceed at what is the best pace 
for them as negotiated with the school division. As a result, a mentor could be 
working with three or four students in geometry, but every student could be at a 
different place. That is part of the flexibility of The Online Academy.

We know that TOA students have been pleased with the online learning 
experience. Through our university, we have used doctoral students to evaluate 
both The Online Academy and The Online Academy for Teachers. At this point 
we have thirteen courses, with three or four more in development, all of which 
are linked to state-approved textbooks in Virginia. Although we are not currently 
set up for our courses to be used outside of the Commonwealth of Virginia, it 
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is possible that if a school in another state wanted to offer TOA courses, the 
school could look at the Virginia standards to determine how they align with their 
standards and curricular materials.

Who Are Our Students?

Our students are a very diverse lot. They are ethnically diverse, reflecting the 
population in northern Virginia. They are also very economically diverse. Although 
this part of the state has pockets of great wealth, there are areas of extreme 
poverty as well. Our school-division partners will lend a student a laptop if he or 
she does not have a computer in the home. We are yet to encounter a student 
who does not have a phone line, but if we do, we will find a way to accommodate 
him or her. This is not a program just for the wealthy. In addition, many families 
in northern Virginia tend to very mobile. Some are in the military; others are 
relatively new Americans who return frequently to their home country. If a 
student’s family is going to be overseas for three months, that student does not 
need to worry about falling behind in school. All he or she needs is a laptop and 
computer connection to keep up with his or her schoolwork. Of course, in all 
schools there are students who make some bad decisions. In most of Virginia’s 
schools, the consequences for bad decisions are tough, often involving suspension. 
With the availability of The Online Academy, a student who is suspended does 
not need to lose instructional time. This is particularly important if that student 
is a senior and his or her ability to graduate is at stake. We also serve students 
who are homebound as a result of injury or chronic illness. Finally, we have been 
approached by parents who decided to homeschool their children in elementary 
school but feel unprepared to tackle the entire high school curriculum. For these 
families, TOA is an attractive option.

Even though northern Virginia is a densely populated area, there are some schools 
that are relatively small and do not have the ability to offer courses in all subjects 
taught by highly qualified teachers. We anticipate that as TOA expands, schools 
in the more rural areas of the state will find the online courses a valuable option 
for their students.

We are beginning to consider new directions for TOA, such as adding foreign 
languages. We constantly refresh our courses to keep them up-to-date, and if our 
evaluations indicate that something isn’t working as well as it should be, we make 
the needed adjustments. Hopefully we can serve additional students across and 
beyond the Commonwealth of Virginia.
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In conclusion, the key to the success of The Online Academy is providing 
customized instruction in collaboration with local school divisions. Peter Cookson 
(2006) wrote an editorial for the Portland Oregonian about the need for thoughtful 
educational reform. He wrote that we need to turn ourselves inside out and start 
looking out rather than looking in at ourselves. That’s what we are trying to do 
with The Online Academy.
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